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　　　　　　　　　Introductory　Comments：
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　　Frank　BLACKLER
Lancaster　University　UK
　　　　　　　The　papers　in　this　edition　of　the、Busine∬1～θv’θw　by　Alison　Stowell，　Chul　Chung
and　Od田Bozkurt　address　complex　and　important　problems，　and　the　arguments　they　each
present　raise　important　policy　questions．　Stowell’s　paper　discusses　practices　associated
with　the　safe　disposal　of　computer　waste．　She　indicates　that　compliance　to　the　UK
govemment’s　regulations　provides　no　incentive　for　companies　to　address　emerging　issues　of
importance　concerning　waste　disposal．　Chung’s　paper　explores　the　umderstandings　people　in
multinational　organisations　have　about　best　practice　in　human　resources　management．　He
highlights　the　dor血ance　of　certain　apProaches　over　others　and　raises　questions　about　the
desirability　of　this．　Bozkurt’s　paper　considers　important　questions　concern丘1g　the　careers　of
women　in　multinational　and　Japallese　organisations．　Her　paper　too　raises　sign岨cant　policy
issues　and血vites　speculation　about　the　possibili廿es　for　change．
　　　　　　　Earlier　versions　of　these　papers　were　presented　at　the　workshop　that　staff　from
Meiji　so㎞dly　organised　and　hosted　for　doctoral　students　from　Meiji　and　the　Management
School　at　Lancaster　in　the　UK．1　know　from　the　reactions　of　the　Lancaster　people　fortunate
enough　to　attend　how　successful　that　event　was．　The　experience　of　sharing　ideas　and
comparing　approaches　taken　by　scholars　from　a　different　culture　proved　extraordinarily
usefUl　for　them．
　　　　　　　These　two　points－the　potential　practical　importance　of　the　work　presented　at　the
workshop　and　the　value　of　dialogue　between　researchers　from　two　very　different　cultures
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一provide　the　basis　for　my　introductory　comments　to　this　edition．　How，　I　ask，　can　a
practically　usefU1　body　of　knowledge　best　be　developed　in　the　area　of　management　stUdies？
What　can　be　learned　from　the　different　ways　in　which　people　approach　problems？
How　can　management　studies　be　made　to　matter？
　　　　　　　The　question“how’can　management．studies　be　made　tb　matter？”is　of　pressing
concern　to　all　involved　with　management　studies．　In　the　UK　in　recent　years　there　have
been　a　number　of　calls　for　researchers　to　focus　on　the　problems　of　priority　interest　to
business．　Many　researchers　have　worked　hard　to　respond　to　such　calls，　for　example，　by
wor㎞g　on　problems　of　immediate　interest　to　managers　and　policy　makers，　and　by　see㎞g
to　communicate　their　research　findings　to　such　potentia1“users”of　their　research　in　all
intelligible　way．
　　　　　　　Such　approaches　are　of　evident　value　in　ensuring　the　marketability　of　research
projects．　Yet　a　number　of　writers　have　championed　the　case　for　a　more　independent
research　agenda，　one　that　is　developed　without　regard　for　the　taken－for－granted　priorities　of
established　ilterest　groups．　University　researchers　should　not　think　of　themselves　just　as
“contract　researchers”on　this　view，　but　should　exercise　their　freedom　to　pursue　their「own
research　priorities．
　　　　　　　Two　approaches　of　this　kmd　have　attracted　much　attention　in　Europe．　The且rst
was　proposed　by　Danish　researcher　Bent　Flyvbjerg（see　Flyvbjerg　2001）．　Drawing　from　his
discovery　of　anti－democratic　processes　in　the　way　town　planning　was　occurring　in　a　major
Danish　city　he　suggests　that　researchers　need　to　distance　themselves　from　vested　interests
and　be　prepared　to　support　the　rights　of　underpowered　groups．　His　approach　was　influenced
by　Aristotle’s　writings　on　practical　wisdom　and　Foucaulでs　analysis　of　power　and　domination．
Applied　to　management　studies　Flyvblerg’s　approach　suggests　that，　as　they　decide　whether
or　not　to　get　involved　in　any　particular　project，　researchers　should　ask　themselves　the
following　questions：
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Figure　1：Flyvbjerg’s　questions　for　researchers
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Where　is　thiS　OrganiSation　going？
Who　is　gaining　and　who　is　losing，　and　by　what　mechanisms　of　power？
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ls　this　desirable？
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　What　should　be　done？
　　　　　　　Rooted　as　they　are　in　a　sense　of　social　justice　and　equity　the　directness　of　such
questions　is　chaIlenging．　They　encourage　researchers　to　acknowledge　the　particUlar　agendas
being　pursued　in　organisations　where　they　may　be　wor㎞g，　to　stand　back　from　such　taken－
for－granted　priorities　and　consider　where　they　stand　with　regard　to　them，　and　to　begin　to
consider　an　apPropriate　change　agenda．
　　　　　　　Asecond　widely　discussed　approach　was　been　proposed　by　Finnish　researcher
Yrj6　Engestr6m（a　collection　of　his　papers　is　Engestr6m　2005）．　The　ideas　underpinning　his
approach　have　Inore　in　common　with　pragmatism　than　with　the　values－led　agenda　favoured
by　Flyvbjerg．　Drawing　from　Russian－inspired　activity　theory　Engestr6m　proposed　what　is，
of　essence，　an“action　research”approach　to　practice　studies。　For　him“activity　systems”
are　the　basic　units　of　analysis　for　practice－oriented　research；analysis　of　the　shared　projects
people　are　working　on，　and　of　the　tools，　concepts，　rules　and　division　of　labour　they　use　are
at　the　centre　of　his　approach．　Engestr6m　emphasises　that　activity　systems　are　inherently
unstable；“tensions”within　and　between　di丘erent　activities　provide　motive　and　opportunity
for　colective　development．　Researchers　should，　he　argues，　work　to　reveal　such　tensions　and
to　help　those　involved　begin　to　address　them　in　innovative　ways．
　　　　　　The　questions　that　Engestr6m’s　approach　suggests　for　researchers　are　laid
alongside　Flyvbjerg’s　questions　in　Figure　2　below．
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Figure　2：Engestr6m’s　research　approach　compared’to　Flyvbjerg’s
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　Flyvbje「9，s　Questions
　　　　　　　　　　Where　is　the　organisation　going？
Who　is　gaining　and　who　is　losing，　and　by　what
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　mechanisms　of　power？
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ls　this　desirable？
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　What　should　be　done？
Engestr6m，s　Questions
Where　has　the　organisation　come　from？
What　instrumentalities（tools，　concepts，
procedures，　division　of　labour）exist　and　are　being
used　to　sustain　it？
What　are　the　contradictions　within　the　activity？
What　can　and　will　be　done？
　　　　　　　Important　as　these　sets　of　questions　are　both　present　certain　difficulties．　Both
sets　of　questions　may　prove　di血cult　to　answer　convincingly　and　both，　unrealistically　in　my
view，　assume　that　assume　researchers　will　be　well　equipped　to　engage　in　major　change
interventions。　Yet，　these　shortcomings　aside，　the　ambitions　that　Flyvbjerg　and　Engestr6m
share　are　inspiring，　Flyvblerg’s　approach　is　rooted　in　a　sense　of　social　jusUce　and　a　concem
with　equality．・Engestr6m’s　features　the　tensions　within　activity　systelns　that　give　new
ideas　a　chance．　Both　envisage　strong　reformist　agendas　for　social　researchers，　arguing　that
through　research　it　is　possible　to　replace　one　set　of　ideas　and　practices　with　a　better　set．
What　can　be　learned　from　the　different　ways　in　which　people　approach　problems？
　　　　　　　Inspiring　as　Flyvbjerg　and　Engestr6m’s　approaches　are，　however，　the　dialectical
“either／or”approach　to　learning　they　assume　is，　I　believe，　unreahstic　in　many　circumstances．
As　is　clearly　evidenced　in　the　papers　by　Stowell，　Chung　and　Bozkurt，　good　management
research　typically　reveals　the　complexity　of　the　problems　under　investigation．　By　defi　lition
of　course，　complex　problems　are　unlikely　to　be　solved　eas皿y－hence　my　suggestion　that　any
approach　which　encourages　new　researchers　to　anticipate　the　simple　triumph　of　one　set　of
ideas　over　another　is　likely　to　lead　to　disappointmenしAmore　realistic　ambition　is　fbr　social
researchers　to　th血k　of　their　work　as　a　basis　for　informed　dialogue　about　relevant　issues．
　　　　　　　At　first　sight　this　seems　a　far　more　modest　ambition　for　research　than　either　of　the
approaches　mentioned　earlier．　And　yet．＿should　the　promotion　of　informed　dialogue　rather
than　the　promotion　of　replacement　practices　really　be　regarded　as　a　lesser　ambition？In
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situations　where　problems　are　complex（and　most　management　and　organisational　problems
are）Ihave　come　to　believe　that　dialogue　is　perhaps　the　oniy　real　basis　for　mature　leaming
and　change．
　　　　　　　Consider，　for　l　example，　the　work　of　a　doctoral　student　whose　research　I　was
fortunate　enough　to　supervise　a　few　years　ago（Pas　2010）．　The　researcher，　Annette　Pas，
studied　a　trailling　course　that　had　been　organised　for　a　group　of　disadvalltaged　mothers　all
of　whom　had　experienced（and　were　experiencing）considerable　di伍culties　in　their　own　and
their　chndren’s　lives．　The　problems　they　faced　were　complex，　typically　including　a　mix　of
financial　di伍culties，　housing　problems，　problems　with　existing　or　ex－partners，　disturbed　and
insecure　children，　health　problems　and　so　on．　At　various　times　in　their　lives　the　women
had　aU　come　into　contact　with　statutory　agencies　such　as　social　workers，　police，　housing
authorities，　health　care　and　educational　professionals　who　have　responsibilities㎞matters　of
ch且d　protec廿on　and　family　support　in　the　UK．
　　　　　　　The　course　for　the　women　was　based　on　a　sequence　of　mini－cases　of　problem
situations　not　unlike　their　own．　Working　together，　and　with　some　input　from　experienced
social　workers，　the　hope　was　the　course　would　help　the　women　understand　better　how
professionals　in　the　statutory　agencies　approached　childcare　and　family　support　issues．
The　overall　objective　was　to　help　the　women　themselves　to　develop　new　approaches　to
the　di缶cult　problems　they　faced，　and　to　make　the　better　use　of　the　services　the　statutory
agencies　coUld　provide．
　　　　　　　The　course　brought　the　women　together　one　afternoon　a　week　over　three
months．　Annette　Pas　video　recorded　the　sessions．　In　the　early　weeks　of　the　course，　as
group　members　discussed　the　problem　cases　presented　to　them　they　shared　the　negative
experiences　many　of　them　had　had　with　staff　from　statutory　agehcies．　They　described
examples　of　the　rudeness　they　felt　they　had　been　subject　to，　the　judgemental　attitudes　they
believed　they　had　encountered，　alld　the　dismay’　they　felt　when　the　professionals　from　whom
they　expected　rnuch　provided　little　or　no　help．　They　portrayed　professional　care　workers
as　people　who　often　contributed　to　the　f6elings　of　loneliness　and．despair　which　were　already
overwhelming　those　seeking　help．
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　　　　　　　By　the　end　of　the　course，　however，　things　had　clearly　moved　on．　The　women　Ilo
longer　presented　themselves　as　weak　and　helpless．　At　that　stage　participants　appeared
much　more　tolerant　of　the　childcare　professionals　whom　they　had　so　bitterly　criticised
earlier，　sharing　jokes　about　their　earlier　fears　and　prejudices．　More　importantly，　participants
clearly　demonstrated　sophisticated　understandings　both　of　the　cases　they　were　discussing
and　of　their　own　parenting　skills　and　abilities　as　well．　They　were　enthusiastic　both　about　the
ilsights　they　had　developed，　and　about　their　fUture　lives．
　　　　　　　What　had　happened　over　this　period？Using　ideas　first　proposed　by　Russian
philosopher　Mikhail　Bakhtin　in　his　book　first　published　in　the　1930s“The　dialogic
imagination”Pas　explored　the　detail　of　discussions　as　they　had　developed　through　the　course．
As　noted　above，　early　conversations　in　the　group　featured　what　Pas　dubbed“the　language
of　intolerance”as　course　members　were　critical　and　dismissive　of　professionals　whose　work
featured　in　the　cases　they　were　considering、　They　mocked　what　Pas　described　as　the
“o缶cial　language”of　the　professionals，　developing　what　she　caned　a“rebellious　language”of
their　own．　Yet　as　all　this　was　happening　group　members　were　also　seriously　exploring　the
m㎞i－cases　presented　to　them．　Throughout　the　course　they　drew　heav丑y　on　their　personal
experiences　to　interpret　them；Pas　called　this“the　language　of　experience”．　Simultaneously，
gUided　by　the　course　organiser，　they　began　seriously　to　explore　the　frames　of　reference　that
child　protection　and　family　support　professionals　drew　from　in　their　work．　Pas　labe11ed　this
“the　analytical　problem　solving　language”．
　　　　　　　Pas　concluded　that　the　new　attitudes　of　confidence　and　tolerance　which　participants
developed　through　the　course　did　not　result　from　participant’s　subordinating　their　own
insights　and　apProaches　in　favour　of　the　language　and　practices　of　care　professionals．
The　learning　her　video　recordings　captured　was　not　dialectical　in　that　respect．　Rather，
throughout　the　course　an　ongoing　dialogue　between　the　analytical　problem　solving　language
and　the　language　of　experience（as　well　as　a　dialogue　betweell　official　languages　and
rebellious　languages）was　a　feature　of　the　group’s　talk．　Such　dialogue　deepened　over　the
weeks　of　the　course，　to　the　extent　that　words　and　phrases血troduced　in　the　course　were
assimilated　in　an　interna1　dialogue　evident　in　the　talk　of　individual　participants．　The　dialogue
across　different　perspectives　had　become　an“㎞erly　persuasive”discourse，　as　Pas　put　it．
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She　concluded　that廿1e　success　of　the　course　could　be　attributed　to　the　way　participants　had
internalised　the　dialogue　across　different　ways　of　talkmg　and　ac血g．
　　　　　　To　illustrate　the　point　Figure　3　presents　a　fragment　of　a　conversation　between
Annette　Pas　and　two　members　of　the　course　she　had　been　researching．
Figure　3：An　example　of　how　a　dialogue　between　different　approaches　had　become
internalised　in　participants’reasoning　by　the　end　of　the　course
Annette：
Kirsty：
Annette：
Kirsty：
Annette：
Clarissa：
So，　here，　has　your　perception　changed，　do　you　think，　from　the　beginning　of
the　course　to　now，　or．．．？1
Because　you，　you　think　in　your　head，　don’t　you，　what　you　can　do　to　help
them　now，　before　you’d　lust　slag　them　off［heavily　criticise　them］or　what，
won’t　you？but　yeah，　you　do　think，“Oh，　they　could　get　help　by　going　such
and　such，”you　know
Yes，　yes
Because　I’ve　one　in　my　family，　because　my　brother’s　really　depressed　at
the　moment，　and　l　say“Why　don’t　you　go　to　a　doctor？”And　before　l　used
to　think“Oh　God，　poor　lad，”you　know　what　l　mean？But　now　l　say“Go　to　a
doctor，　get　some　help。”Yeah，　it　has　changed　me，　yes
Do　you　also　feel　that　way？
lthink　now，　l　think，　l　try　and，　whereas　before，1’ve　said　this　before　though，　if
you　were，　say　you　were　watching　something　on　the　TV，1’d　be　like“Oh　God，
you　can’t　do　tha†，”“look　at　that　family　or　whatever．”But　now，　rm　always
trying　to　think　what　could　be　behind　it．　Why　they　are　l　iving　like　that？Or　why
are　they　doing　that？lt　does　in　my　own　head，　never　mind　anybody　else　who’s
listening　to　me【laughter】．　l　can’t　just　watch　it　and　think“Oh　God，　that’s　the
worst　family，”1have　to　sit　there　and　my　brain　starts　ticking．
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Conclusion：making　management　studies　matter
　　　　　　　Consider　the　following．　The　Management　School　at　Lancaster　University　works
with　three㎞ds　of　groups：a）undergraduates　and　postgraduates　in　their　late　teens　or　early
twenties　who　are　stUdying　for　specialist　degrees；b）people．a　few　years　older　who　have　had　a
little　business　experience　before　returning　to　university　to　stUdy　for　the　degree　of　Master　of
Business　Adrninistration（MBA）；and　c）older，　more　experienced，　managers　who　are　attending
short“post　experience”development　programmes．
Broadly　speaking，　this　has　been　my　experience　of　teachng　these　different　groups：
a）Undergraduates　and　postgraduates　studying　specialist　degree　programmes（e．g．　in
Human　Resources　Management　or　Organisation　StUdies）are，　typicaily，　very　respectful　of
the　ideas　they　are　being　introduced　to　and　the　staff　who　are　teaching　them．　They　work
hard　to　assimlate　new　knowledge－and　understandings．
b）Students　returning　to　u【1iversity　after　a　few　years　business　experience　to　study　for　an
MBA　are　behave　more　hke　customers，　picking　and　choosing　between　the　various　ideas
on　o丘er　to　them．　Certa血1y　in　the　area　of　organisational　behaviour，　if　they且nd　that　what
they　are　being　taught　resonates　with　their　own　experiences　they　may　enthusiastically
embrace　the　teac㎞g．　But　when　that　does　not　happen（and　quite　a　lot　of　organisational
behaviour　does　challenge　common　taken　for　granted　assumptions）they　do　sometimes
reject　the　teachhlg．　On　occasion　staff　rise　to　the　challenge（myself　included），　championing
the　supposed　superiority　of　an　academic　perspective　and　downplaying　the　signi丘cance　of
the　work　experience　that　MBA　students　can　be　so　defensive　of．
c）Short　courses　for　Iong　serving　managers　are　often　of　a　different　character　again．
Participants　on　such　courses　are　often　very　keen　to　hear　of　recent　research　and　to
discuss　Ilew　academic　approaches　to　management　problems．　It　is　not　as　if　they　are
seeking　to　learn　the　skills　of　the　management　academic　whilst　forgetting　their　own
㎞owledge；nor　do　they　seem　particularly　concerned　about　possible　conflicts　between
assumptions　they　have　used　il　the　past　and　new　assumptions㎞pHcit　in　the　ideas　they
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are　discussing．　Rather，　they　seem　to　come　along　because　of　the　stimulation　they　call
enjoy　from　exposure　to　alternative　perspectives．
　　　　　　　Illustrated　here，　I　suggest，　are　three　styles　of　learning：a）is　an　example　of　the
learning　of　the　apprentice，　i．e．　of　people　being　socialised　into　a　particular“community　of
practice”；b）is　an　example　of　dialectical　learning　where　the　learning　of　one　community　is
confronted　by　the　learning　of　another；c）is　an　example　of　dialogical　learning，　where　different
ideas　and　approaches　from　different　communities　are　each　respected，　laid　alongside　each
other　and　used　to　provoke　new，　intemalised，　dialogue　and　enquiry．
　　　　　　　It　is　the　latter　approach　to　change　and　development　seems　to　me　to　be　the　most
interesting　and　perhaps　the　most　relevant　to　the　situation　management　researchers　face，
as　we　seek　to　make　our　work　matter．　My　hope　is　that　the　new　generation　of　management
researchers　may　be　inspired　less　by　a　dialectical　approach　to　change　and　developmenしmore
by　a　dialogical　one．　The　priority，1　suggest，　should　be　to　find　ways　of　stimulating　a　dialogue
with　what　others　have　called　the　potential“users”of　our　research．　Good　management
research　often　reveals　the　complexity　of　real　world　issues。　The　point　is　well　illustrated　by
the　papers　that　follow．　Certainly　the　outcomes　of　research　studies　such　as　those　reported
here　offer　an　excellent　basis　for　dialogical　learning．
　　　　　　　To　conclude，　Figure　4　presents　the　approach　that，　in　a　complex　world，　I　would
encourage　management　researchers　to　prioritise．　They　are　laid　alongside　those　suggested
by　Flyvbjerg　and　Engestr6m．
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Figure　4：Adialogical　approach　to　making　management　studies　matter，　compared　to　the
dialectical　approaches　suggested　by　Flyvbjerg　and　Engestr6m
Flyvbjerg賢s　QuestionsEngestr6m’s　QuestionsQuestions　inspired　by　a
dialogical　apProach　tO
research
Where　is　the　organisation
going？
Where　has　the
Organisation　come　from？
What　perspectives　are
people　drawing　from　in　their
apProaches　to　a　particular
problem　area？
Who　is　gaining　and　who　is
losing，　and　by　what
mechanisms　of　power？
What　instrumentalities
（tools，　concepts，
procedures，　roles）exist
and　are　being　used　to
sustain　it？
Which　perspectives　and
what　ways　of　talking　are
most　dominant？
ls　this　desirable？ What　are　the
contradictions　within　the
activity？
How　well　managed　are
conversations　between
different　perspectives？
What　should　be　done？ What　can　and　will　be
done？
Can　opPortunities　be
created　f6r　people’to
become　more　expert　in
different　perspeCtives　and
ways　of　thinking？
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